Technical Review

Latest Trends in and Future Outlook
for Discrete Semiconductor
Technologies
Severe global environmental and energy problems are driving demand for more effe ctive utilization of electric
energy in a broad range of fields including information and communication technology (ICT) systems, automotive
and industrial systems, and electricity generation and transmission systems.
Toshiba Electronic Devices & Storage Corporation has been progressively developing and introducing a wide variety
of discrete semiconductor products for electric energy conversion and protection applications ranging from small- to
large-scale power systems, and is also making efforts to develop advanced technologies and commercialize products
applying these technologies. We are committed to delivering various solutions to enable the efficient, stable, and
secure handling of electric energy by means of our advanced discrete semiconductor technologies with the aim of
realizing an energy-saving society.
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1. Introduction
population in urban areas are compounding environmental and
energy problems. A 2018 United Nations (UN) report

estimates

that the world’s population will increase more in urban areas than
in rural areas, with the proportion of the population living in cities
with more than 300 000 inhabitants projected to increase to
roughly 68% by 2050. The urban population growth is forecast to
occur mostly in developing countries (Figure 1). Population
growth will exacerbate the current environmental and energy

Population (100 million)

(1)

main sources of energy. Local energy-saving efforts do not suffice
to solve these problems.
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* Based on "World Urbanization Prospects : The 2018 Revision" (1) from the United Nations

In 2015, the UN Sustainable Development Summit adopted the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), calling for joint action by
both developed and developing countries to combat climate
change and tackle social issues. The success of the SDGs will

Figure 1. Global trends in urban population of industrial
and developing countries
Urban areas in developing countries will drive the world’s population growth.

depend on the ability to increase the ratio of renewable energy
such as solar photovoltaic and wind energy (Figure 2)(2). whereas
Fossil fuels

power resources are projected to migrate to rural or outlying areas.

Percentage of renewable energy

energy utilization efficiency by means of spatiotemporal power
management and energy sharing. The progress of cyber-physical
system (CPS) technologies will enable the intertwining of physical
and cyber spaces, transcending all kinds of borders across
systems, buildings, cities, regions, and even countries. To realize
an energy-saving society, CPS-based information and energy
networks will play an important role in handling electric energy in
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Under these circumstances, it is necessary to further increase

Global electricity generation (TWh)

the ever-increasing power consumption in urban areas, electric

Year
* Based on "World Energy Outlook 2018" (2) from the International Energy Agency(IEA)

a highly efficient, stable, and secure manner.
Toshiba Electronic Devices & Storage Corporation provides an
extensive portfolio of discrete semiconductor devices suitable for
electric energy conversion and protection applications ranging
from small- to large-scale power systems comprising these

Figure 2. Global trends in power generation by type of
energy source
Renewable energy will provide baseline power in scenarios designed to
achieve the Sustainable Development Goals.

networks. We are committed to delivering solutions based on
cutting-edge discrete semiconductor technologies that will help
improve the efficiency and reliability of systems and thereby
contribute to the realization of an energy-saving society see
Overview diagram.
This report describes the trends in systems for efficient use of
electric energy as well as the trends in semiconductor devices that
support the realization of such systems.
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2. System trends
2.1 Information networks

requirements.

In contemporary society, the steady growth of mobile data traffic is

migrating to a 48 V power delivery system in order to save energy

driving an increase in the amount of energy consumed by data

and reduce costs. Since the electric current that passes through a

communication. Previously, information and video content

48 V power line is theoretically one-fourth the current that passes

constituted a large proportion of the data exchanged among

through a 12 V power line, the transmission loss through a power

information, communication, and consumer systems on a

line can be reduced by increasing its bus voltage from 12 V to 48 V.

network. However, with the recent progress of the Internet of

An increase in the efficiency of 48 V power supply units is essential

Things (IoT), the roles of information networks are expanding to

for the dissemination of this technology.

include the coordination of the functions and services for a wide

In the field of computing, a distributed computing paradigm called

range of systems, including automotive and industrial equipment.

edge computing is attracting plenty of attention. It brings data

The progress of the information network at the heart of this

computation closer to the edge of an information network where

transformation is supported by the evolving system technologies

users are located, thereby reducing the workload required for

In the field of storage, an increasing number of data centers are

for networking, storage, and computing shown in Figure 3

communication, computation, and storage. In the future,

In the field of networking, there are high expectations for

integrated platforms that combine the functions of cloud and edge

fifth-generation (5G) cellular network systems, which will provide

computing will become pervasive.

faster connections, more capacity, higher reliability, lower latency,

The foregoing system trends require further enhancement of

and greater number of connected devices . Since the link distance

various power devices. For power devices for power supply

and transmitter power are constrained by the 5G radio

applications, it is necessary to reduce power loss and enhance

characteristics, a 5G network requires dozens more base stations

heat dissipation in order to increase the system efficiency. Also,

than a Long-Term Evolution (LTE) network. Therefore, smaller

power devices for communications infrastructure applications

receiver/transmitter units and antenna facilities with lower power

require size reduction and an extended operating temperature

consumption are necessary for mobile network operators.

range. In addition, the need for high-reliability networks is driving

Furthermore, 5G networks for automotive, industrial, and medical

demand for transient-voltage suppression (TVS) diodes, eFuse ICs,

applications impose stringent reliability and redundancy

and other protection devices as well as for isolation devices that

(3).

Year
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Information
processing
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Consumer services

High speed, high capacity (eMBB)

2020

2021

Centralized

Cloud computing

2023

2024

2025

Industrial, automotive, medical, and social infrastructure services

High reliability, low latency, multiple data transmission paths (URLLC, mMTC)

Use of common facilities for LTE and 5G

12 V

2022

Introduction of dedicated 5G facilities

48 V

Distributed

Edge computing

eMBB : enhanced Mobile Broadband
URLLC : Ultra-Reliable and Low Latency Communications
mMTC : massive Machine Type Communication
* Based on "Future Outlook for Core Technologies for Realizing 5G Communication 2020"(3) from Fuji Chimera Research Institute, Inc.

Figure 3. Trends in information network technologies
The progress of information networks is supported by evolving system technologies for networking, storage, and computing.
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provide electrical isolation between communication systems.

It is necessary, however, to establish power transmission
infrastructure first since it is unavailable in many of the areas
suitable for wind power generation. In order to increase the

2.2 Energy networks

electricity output and reduce the operation and maintenance

An increased uptake of renewable energy is indispensable for

multi-megawatt plants while IoT technology will progress to

increasing the electricity output without impacting the

support smart maintenance.

environment. As power plants are installed in areas far from

In the field of power transmission, the efficiency and capacity of

densely populated urban areas, the construction of power

power conversion, transmission, and distribution systems will be

costs, wind farm facilities will be scaled up to support

transmission networks proceeds. In addition, new initiatives

increased so as to send the generated electricity to consumers

include power management based on supply-demand forecasting

more efficiently. In particular, high-voltage direct-current (HVDC)

using big data and artificial intelligence (AI).

transmission is becoming increasingly common around the world

Figure 4 shows the trends in the progress of energy networks,

as a means of long-distance high-power transmission. Since HVDC

which is supported by the evolution of system technologies for the

provides higher transmission efficiency than alternating current

generation, transmission, consumption, and supply-demand

and facilitates the power interchange across regions, it is highly

balancing of electric energy(2)(4).

compatible with renewable energy grids. The AC-DC converter, a

As regards power generation, the ratio and the amount of

main component of the HVDC system, incorporates high-power

renewable energy in the energy mix are predicted to increase in

semiconductor devices capable of handling high voltage and

the years ahead. Large-scale offshore wind farms are becoming

power. In China and elsewhere, conventional thyristor-based

increasingly common in Europe and other regions. Offshore wind

line -commutate d conve rte rs have re ce ntly be e n re place d by

farms are expected to be non-intermittent and reliable sources of a

se lf-commutate d conve rte rs re liant on inje ction-e nhance d gate

great amount of energy. Moreover, hundre ds of large wind

transistors (IEGTs) or othe r se lf-turn-off de vice s.

turbine s can be installe d ove r an e xte nsive offshore are a,

In the fie ld of e ne rgy consumption, syste m powe r e fficie ncy will

unconstraine d by the availability of land.

continue to improve for e ne rgy saving while syste m size will shrink

Year
Percentage of renewable energy
(SDGs)
Generation

Transmission

2018

International standard
requiring increase in i
nverter efficiency IEC 60034-30)

Supply-demand
balancing

Stable supply of electricity
through supply-demand
balancing

2021

5 MW
(onshore)

2022

8 MW
(offshore)

3 GW

HVDC
Percentage of
self-commutated converters

Consumption

2020

25 %

Amount of wind power generated
(per wind turbine)
(Place of installation)
Amount of power
transmitted through
HDVC link(per system)

2019

2025

2030
and beyond

38 %

>50 %

10 MW
(offshore)

5 GW

12 MW
(offshore)

8 GW

50 %

65 %

IE2*1 : High Efficiency

70 %

IE4 : Super-Premium Efficiency

IE3 : Premium Efficiency

Real-time energy supply-demand forecasting and control using IoT, AI,
and big data I Virtual Power Plant (VPP) technology

*1 : IE code. Efficiency class specified by IEC 60034-30. There are four classes from IE1 to IE4.
*2 : Based on "World Energy Outlook 2018 from the International Energy Agency (IEA)"(2) and “Toshibaʼs Approaches to Green Energy
Aggregation Service Contributing to Stabilization of Power Systems” by Kosakada M., et al(4).

Figure 4. Trends in energy network technologies
Progress of energy networks is supported by evolving technologies for generating, transmitting, consuming, and adjusting the supply of energy.
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for space saving. For example, many countries are standardizing

high-frequency switching, high-temperature capability, and

efficiency classes for industrial motors and inverters based on the

high-voltage tolerance.

International

60034-30

In the field of supply-demand balancing, efforts to enhance the

standard with a view to establishing legal regulations. In the

power utilization efficiency are underway, including coordination

automotive field, as hybrid and electric vehicles become

among an information network and a power grid controller as well

increasingly common, the use of in-vehicle electronics and

as real-time supply-demand forecasting using IoT technology.

electroactuation is expanding at an accelerating pace so as to

High-power semiconductor devices are major components of

reduce the environmental impact, save energy, enhance safety,

power conversion systems. In response to the ongoing system

and provide access to information infrastructure. Railway train

trends, it is necessary to further reduce the power loss, increase

manufacture rs have be gun using silicon carbide (SiC) powe r

the breakdown voltage, and enhance the reliability of high-power

de vice s to re duce the size and we ight of powe r conve rsion units

semiconductor devices and thereby increase their capacity.

Electrotechnical

Commission

(IEC)

since SiC de vice s are supe rior in te rms of low powe r loss,

3. Trends in discrete semiconductor devices
The previous section has described the trends in systems

and other electrical characteristics of Si power MOSFETs.

to manage the ever-increasing amounts of information

Nowadays, gallium nitride (GaN) power devices are also becoming

and

available with lower RonA than that of conventional Si power

electricity

efficiency.

In

output
these

and

improve

systems,

energy

discrete

utilization

semiconductor

MOSFETs. In addition, in the 600 V and higher voltage region, Si

electric

insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) play an important role in

energy efficiently while providing protection and electrical

hybrid vehicles, railway electronics, and power transmission and

isolation

distribution syste ms. In re ce nt ye ars, we

devices

perform power
to

following

ensure

conversion

stable and

subsections

to

handle

safe

discuss

operation.

the

The

technological

have

also be e n

developing SiC power MOSFETs in this voltage region, which are
already commercialized for railway and other applications.

development for our discrete semiconductor devices.

Highly re liable e ne rgy e quipme nt and syste ms are re quire d to
realize an energy-saving society. To realize such energy

3.1 Various types of discrete
semiconductor devices

systems, it is e sse ntial

to

re duce

the

loss

de vice s for powe r conve rsion applications while
the

pe rformance

of de vice s that provide

of

powe r

improving

prote ction and

various

e le ctrical isolation. For e xample , TVS diode s are use d to

equipment and systems. They are designed according to system

prote ct e dge compute rs from electrostatic discharge (ESD). We

requirements to handle several tens of volts to several

have been successively reducing the capacitance of TVS diode s

thousands

and

to support the e ve r-incre asing signal speed. In addition, we have

utilized, depending on the

released eFuse ICs, an enhanced variant of conve ntional load

voltage handled. Figure 5 shows the breakdown voltage and

switch ICs, that provide high-spe e d short-circuit protection in

specific on-resistance (RonA) of typical power devices. Power

the event of an overcurrent condition. Optical isolation devices

devices approach the ideal switch as their breakdown voltage

such

increases and RonA decreases. Silicon (Si) power

applications that transfer data or require electric isolation

Power

devices

of

semiconductor

perform

volts.

power

Different

materials

are

conversion

types

of

in

devices

metal-

as

photocouplers

or

photorelays are

used

for

(MOSFETs)

between two circuit domains with a substantial voltage

are utilized in the 900 V or lower voltage region for home

difference. We have also been reducing the size and increasing

appliances,

the current capacity of optical isolation devices.

oxide-semiconductor
office

field-effect
equipment,

transistors
information

devices,

and

communication syste ms. We have continually improve d the RonA
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1,000
Si limit

as well as HVMOS (πMOS and DTMOS) series of the 600 V planar

100

Ron A(mΩcm2)

Si IGBT

and superjunction (SJ) MOSFETs. In early generations of Si power

SiC

Si power MOSFET

10

MOSFETs, channel resistance accounted for a large proportion of
RonA. To reduce their RonA, we mainly increased the channel

1

density by reducing the cell pitch(6). Consequently, in

GaN

thesubsequent generations of Si power MOSFETs, the drift layer

0.1

re sistance accounte d for a dominant proportion of R onA . To

Reduction in RonA
0.01
10

reduce its resistance, we then developed new device structures,

100

1,000

10,000

Breakdown voltage(V)
* The data point marked by

including tre nch fie ld plate (FP)(7) and SJ(8) structure s. Since the
dopant conce ntration and the thickne ss of the drift laye r are

is an excerpt from reference (5).

gene rally de te rmine d by the breakdown voltage , the drift layer

Figure 5. Relationship between breakdown voltage and
specific on-resistance (Ron A) of various types of power devices
The higher the breakdown voltage and the lower the 13 Ron A value, the more
closely power devices approach the ideal switch. The dashed line in the above
figure is called the Si limit, which represents the theoretical limit of Ron A
achievable with one-dimensional Si devices.

re sistance has a lowe r limit calle d the Si limit as highlighte d by
the dashed line in Figure 5. We have overcome this limit, however,
by increasing the dopant concentration of the drift layer without
compromising the breakdown voltage . This was made possible by
the charge compensation e ffe cts of burie d e le ctrode s in the case
of the FP structure and that of the p-type semiconductor in the
case of the SJ structure. As a result, we have succeeded in

3.2 Si power MOSFETs

reducing the RonA of 100 V LVMOS by more than two-thirds and

Si power MOSFETs are broadly divided into low-voltage MOSFETs

years.

(LVMOS) and high-voltage MOSFETs (HVMOS) at a breakdown

Our next step is to reduce drive, switching, and reverse recovery

voltage of 200 to 300 V. Figure 6 shows the RonA values of and

losses while continually reducing RonA through process scaling.

major technological trends in Si power MOSFETs. It shows the

Power MOSFETs are widely used for power supply applications.

transitions of the LVMOS (U-MOS) series of 40 V and 100 V MOSFETs

We will contribute to reducing system size and power loss by

1
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n+

: highly doped n-type semiconductor
ME : multi-epitaxial process
*1 : Normalized such that the cell pitch of early generation is equal to one
*2 : Device with a breakdown voltage of 650 V in the case of the DTMOS V and VI generation

Figure 6. Trends in Ron A of and technologies for Si MOSFETs
In order to reduce on-resistance, we adopted an FP structure instead of a trench structure and reduced the cell pitch for LVMOS while adopting an SJ structure
instead of a planar structure and reducing the cell pitch using single-epitaxial (SE) process for HVMOS.
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enhancing the performance of power MOSFETs.
Relative current density

3.3 Si IGBTs
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transistors. IGBTs have a re gion calle d n-drift to incre ase the
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bre akdown voltage . When ele ctrons are inje cte d from the MOS
gate on the top side of the de vice and hole s are inje cte d from
the p-type colle ctor region on the

back side , conductivity

modulation occurs in the n-drift region, causing a de cre ase in
on-state voltage.
Curre nt de nsity is on
e
that re pre se nt the

of

th
e

e el ctrical

characte ristics

Breakdown
voltage :
4.5 kV

Breakdown
voltage :
1 kV

Cell
structure
Cell
structure

Diode

Planar

Trench

Trench
IE effect optimization

Trench

Fine pitch trench
IE effect optimization

Separate
chip

Integrated on same chip
(RC-IGBT)

performance of Si IGBTs. Figure 7 shows

the tre nds in the curre nt de nsity of 4.5 kV IEGTs for HVDC
applications and 1 kV IGBTs for home appliance applications.
We

have

succe ssive ly incre ase d the

curre nt de nsity of

IGBTs through the improve me nt of the injection enhancement
(IE) e ffe ct, wafe r thinning, and the
IGBT backside

optimization of the

structure . Since a fre e whe e ling diode (FWD) is

Figure 7. Trends in current density of and technologies for Si
IGBTs
In order to increase the current density, we have adopted trench technology,
optimized the IE e˜ect, employed wafer thinning technology to reduce on-state
voltage, utilized other peripheral technologies, and integrated a diode on the
same chip.

commonly place d in paralle l with the IGBT, we have release d a

The re fore , SiC allows the application are a of unipolar de vice s to

variant of an IGBT calle d a re ve rse -conducting IGBT (RC-IGBT)

e xpand into the high-voltage re gion for which IGBTs, a type of

that inte grate s an FWD into the

furthe r

bipolar device, have been conventionally required. Consequently,

curre nt de nsity. Furthe rmore , we have been

SiC power MOSFETs can be switched at high frequency and help

incre ase

the

IGBT

de vice

to

working on high-accuracy simulation te chnology and mode l-

reduce the size of a system, including peripheral components.

base d de ve lopme nt in orde r to re duce development time.

Figure 8 shows the trends in the RonA of and the technologies for
our SiC power MOSFETs. Although SiC power MOSFETs have lower

3.4 Wide-bandgap semiconductor

channe l e le ctron mobility than Si power MOSFETs, we have
succe ssive ly re duce d channe l re sistance and thereby RonA by
improving the device process(9) and increasing the channel density

power devices

through a re duction in ce ll pitch. In addition, whe n a pn diode

In re ce nt ye ars, powe r device s fabricate d using SiC, GaN, and other

present between the drain and source of an SiC power MOSFET is

wide-bandgap

forward-biase d, a bipolar operation occurs, causing bipolar

semiconductor

materials

have

been used in

practical applications.

degradation(10). This is a phenomenon in which a diode’s forward

SiC (4H-SiC(*1)) has roughly 2.9 time s as wide a bandgap and

voltage and a MOSFET’s on-resistance (Ron) increase as the energy

roughly 10 time s as high breakdown e le ctric fie ld as Si. As

ge ne rate d by the re combination of e le ctrons and hole s causes

compare d with Si powe r MOSFETs, SiC, in principle , make s it

stacking faults to e xpand into the SiC e pitaxial laye r. We have

possible to reduce the drift layer thickness by a factor of 10 while

solved this problem by integrating a Schottky barrier diode (SBD)

increasing the drift dopant concentration by a factor of 100. As a

in an SiC MOSFET. Our SiC powe r MOSFETs incorporating the

result, SiC power MOSFETs can be designed to exhibit R onA two

foregoing technologies are currently utilized for railway inverters

orders of magnitude lower than that of Si power MOSFETs.

in Japan. We will continue to improve device structures and device

(*1) One of the polytypes of SiC. The number 4 represents the four-bilayer stacking
periodicity. The letter H indicates hexagonal symmetry.

proce sse s to further improve the pe rformance of SiC power
MOSFETs.
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1.2

As is the case with SiC, GaN has a wide bandgap—roughly three
material for high-voltage power devices capable of high-speed
switching because a high-electron-mobility transistor (HEMT)
structure can be formed on the heterojunction between GaN and
aluminum

gallium

nitride

(AlGaN).

Since

Breakdown voltage : 1.2 kV

1.0

Relative Ron A*1

times as wide as that of Si. GaN is a promising candidate as a

Gate
n+-source
p-base

0.8
0.6

n-drift

Gate
n+-source
p-base

0.4
n-drift

0.2

large-diameter

0
2014

epitaxialwafers (epiwafers) on a silicon substrate can be used for

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Year

lateral devices, the use of epiwafers combined with a planar gate
structure helps reduce the gate charge, making it possible to
reduce gate drive and switching losses. However, there are
several challenges to be solved for GaN power devices to achieve
normally-off operation. To overcome these challenges, we are
currently developing devices that combine a GaN power device

Planar

Cell structure
Cell pitch*2

SBD integration
1.0

0.7

0.6

*1 : Ron A of only MOS cell portion. Base year 2015 = 1.0
*2 : Cell pitch of MOS cells. Base year 2015 = 1.0

and a Si MOSFET in a cascode structure as well as MOS devices
with an aluminum nitride (AlN) layer. The high-speed operation
of GaN power devices is expected to help increase the switching
frequency of power supply circuits, thereby reducing system size.

Figure 8. Trends in Ron A of and technologies for SiC power
MOSFETs
We have reduced Ron A by reducing the cell pitch while improving device
reliability by integrating an SBD on the MOSFET chip.

4. Conclusion
As the amounts of information and electricity generated are expected

will contribute to the realization of an energy-saving society by

to continue increasing, it is essential to improve energy utilization

developing discrete semiconductor devices for various applications in

efficiency in order to solve environmental and energy problems. We

a timely manner.
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